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ABSTRACT
Image enhancement improves an image appearance by increasing dominance of
some features or by decreasing ambiguity between different regions of the image.
Image enhancement techniques have been widely used in many applications of
image processing where the subjective quality of images is important for human
interpretation. In many cases, the images have lack of clarity and have some effects
on images due to fog, low light and other daylight effects exist. So, the images
which have these scenarios should be enhanced and made clear to recognize the
objects clearly. Histogram-based image enhancement technique is mainly based on
equalizing the histogram of the image and increasing the dynamic range
corresponding to the image. The Histogram equalization algorithm was performed
and tested using different images facing the low light, fog images and color
contrast and succeeded in obtaining enhanced images. This technique is
implemented by averaging the histogram values as the probability density function.
Initially, we have worked with the MATLAB code on Histogram Equalization and
made changes to implement in Application Program Interface i.e., API using
Xamarin software. The mobile application developed using Xamarin software
works efficiently and has less execution time when compared to the application
developed in Android Studio. Debugging of the application is successfully done in
both Android and IOS versions.
The focus of this thesis is to develop a mobile application on Image enhancement
using Xamarin on low light, foggy images.

KEYWORDS: Android, Application Program Interface, Histogram

Equalization, Image enhancement, IOS, MATLAB, Probability density function,
Xamarin Software.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Introduction
Here we are dealing with enhancement of an image. Image enhancement
plays a very vital role in image processing. Image enhancement leads to
manipulation of an image in a suitable way i.e. we obtain more preferable
images than the original image. Not all algorithms used for image enhancement
make the image better. Image enhancement algorithm should be selected
according to the image depending on several factors. So, algorithm has chosen
to be in such a way that it gives a better image.
We usually have a problem with low-intensity images and images with less
clarity.
The aim of the project is to increase the contrast and color to improve the
quality of image. The technique we used in image processing is analyzing the
histogram of an image. The algorithms cannot directly have applied to image
because most of them lead to several vast modifications such as light condition
changes and color temperature alterations.
Most of the image enhancement algorithms work with the non-compressed
image or perceptually lossless compression version. In this report, we are
presenting the method to enhance the selected image using Histogram
Equalization. Using the Histogram Equalization method, we are trying to
increase the contrast level and enhance the grey scale or color images.

1.2. Objectives
The main goal of this research is to implement the Image enhancement
technique i.e., Histogram Equalization technique as an application in Mobile
phones. The low light image or the dark image must be modified and obtained
image must be better than the original version. The application should be
developed in both Android and IOS in Xamarin environment using C#.
➢ Histogram Equalization in MATLAB
➢ Application on Histogram Equalization in Android using
Xamarin
9

➢ Application on Histogram Equalization in IOS using Xamarin

1.3. Division of work
Algorithm was primarily implemented and verified in MATLAB. Later it
was developed into mobile application in Xamarin environment. So, research
was developed and implemented in MATLAB by Surya Deepthi and later the
application from the algorithm was developed by G.V. Sarath in Xamarin and
For developing a mobile application algorithm has to be written in C#. So
Deepthi helped in developing C# Code.

1.4. Research Questions

➢ How well can an algorithm be designed for enhancement of an
image using histogram equalization?
➢ How to design a mobile application efficiently to enhance an
image?

1.5. Hypothesis

✓ Histogram Equalization is efficient to enhancement of an image
because this method usually increases the contrast of an image
especially when the image pixels hold very low contrast values.
✓ The mobile application is developed in Xamarin environment
using C#. The efficiency of the Android and IOS applications
are measured in real time. Performance of the application is
faster than MATLAB.

1.6. Implementation process
At the beginning, we implemented the histogram equalization method in
MATLAB and later, the same algorithm was implemented it in Xamarin visual
studio using C# to create mobile applications in both Android and IOS
environment.
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1.7. Main contribution
After observing all the related surveys, Histogram Equalization algorithm is
better for Image enhancement method and it is applicable for different types of
RGB (Red, Green, Blue) images. There will be no loss in intensities while
converting the RGB image into HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) image. This
technique is applicable for low light images. We get the enhanced image both
in MATLAB and in the application in Xamarin environment.

1.8. Outline
The structure of our thesis report is classified into 7 Chapters including
current chapter1 of introduction.
➢ The second chapter deals with image processing.
➢ The third chapter deals with the main part of this thesis about
Image enhancement.
➢ The fourth chapter includes the modeling of problem solution for
implementing in both MATLAB and mobile application in both
Android and IOS environments.
➢ The fifth chapter deals with results and discussion of both
MATLAB and mobile application.
➢ The sixth chapter deals with the conclusion.
➢ The seventh chapter includes the future scope.
➢ The eighth chapter includes the references.
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2. Image Processing
2.1. Image
An image is a form of representation of a person or anything. An image is a
picture that is created or stored electronically. An image can be determined in
terms of vector graphics or raster graphics.
➢ Raster graphics or bitmap image is a representation of an image in a
rectangular grid of pixels. It is basically a dot matrix data structure.
Raster images are stored in varying formats.
A bitmap is a single-bit raster, corresponding a bit for bit with image
being displayed on the screen. In computer graphics, when the domain is
rectangle a bitmap gives a way to store a binary image, that is an image
in which each pixel is only two colors.
➢ The Vector image is a representation of an image in computer graphics
by use of polygons. Vector graphics are based on vectors, these vectors
lead to locations which are called nodes or control points. These points
are positioned with x, y, and axis and determine the direction of the path
and may represent different attributes of the image.
Images are stored electronically in many forms such as JPEG, PNG or TIFF.
➢ JPEG is a graphic image file. It is the format for compressing image
i.e. it gives a ‘lossy compression’ for digital images. The degree of
compression can be adjusted.
➢ PNG (Portable network graph) is basically a raster graphics file that
supports lossless data compression. This lossless image compression
format is widespread these days on the internet.
➢ TIFF (Tag Image File Format) is often used a form for exchanging
bitmap between applications.TIFF files are commonly used in desktop
publishing, faxing, 3-D applications, and medical imaging
applications. TIFF files can be of many kinds.
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2.2. Image processing
Image processing is analysis and manipulation of an image; this includes
improvement of an image, enhancement of the image, compression of image
and much more. Image processing is processing of images using mathematical
operations using signal processing for which the input is an image and output
after image processing may be either a manipulated image or a set of
characteristics or parameters related to the image. Images can be processed as
three-dimensional signals with the third dimension being time or the z-axis.
Image processing is done in three forms digital image processing, optical
image processing and analog image processing.[1]
• Analog image processing refers to manipulation an image by processing
the signal on two-dimensional analog signals. The analog image
represented by analog wave formats e.g.: television broadcasting or live
streaming.
• Optical image processing is the field of optical engineering which refers
to focusing i.e. focuses on applications of optics. Optical image
processing mainly refers to the processing of the image with properties
of light. Optical image processing is used in optical instruments such as
different types of lenses (concave or convex) or lenses, microscope,
telescopes, and other equipment’s that use properties of light.
• Digital image processing is the use of algorithms for processing an
image (digital images). Digital image processing involves filtering,
image padding, and image coding etc. digital image processing. Digital
image processing belongs to digital signal processing and is way
advantageous then analog signal processing as it has a huge range of
algorithms and avoids problems such as image distortion or buildup of
noise. Digital image processing consists of
o
o
o
o
o
o

Digital imaging
Image analysis
Image compression
Image sharpening
Image smoothing
Multidimensional systems and much more
13

3. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
3.1. Image Enhancement
The main aim of the image enhancement is to improve the interpretability or
perception of information in images for human viewers or to provide better
input for other automated image processing techniques. Enhancement of the
image takes place, in contrast, edges based on the required output. Contrast is
an important factor in any subjective evaluation of image quality. In visual
perception, contrast is determined by the difference in the color and brightness
of the objects and the background of the object with other objects. The
Enhancement will not increase the original information, but it will increase the
dynamic range of specific features.
Image Enhancement techniques can be divided into two broad categories.
1. Spatial domain methods: It refers to the average of pixels composed
of the image and operates directly on these pixels.
g (x, y) = T [f (x, y)].
Where g (x, y) is the input of image data
f (x, y) is the processed image data and
T is the operation used on a set of input images.
2. Frequency domain methods: It operates on the Fourier transform of
an image. so, the processed image is obtained by the convolution of
an image f (x, y) with h (x, y).
g (x, y) = f (x, y) * h (x, y)
By applying convolution theorem, the frequency domain is obtained.
So, the frequency domain with DFT is performed in 2Dimensional Convolution.
G (u, v) = F (u, v) H (u, v)
14

3.2. Color Images
The appearance of an object has basically resulted from the nature of the
light reflected from the object, its optical characteristics, and the human
perception. The colors are electromagnetic waves described by their
wavelength. There are four main attributes that characterize the light:
intensity, radiance, luminance, and brightness. In the case of achromatic
light, the intensity is the only attribute involved. This is the case where the
called gray scale is used: intensity varies from black to white (gray levels in
between). The attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area
appears to emit more intense light.
In color image analysis three attributes are used to differentiate one color
from another: brightness, hue, and saturation. The hue attribute brings the
information concerning the main wavelength in the color. The saturation
describes the level of a mixture between the hue and the white light. Low
values of saturation result in more gray-scale pixels and high values result in
pixels with “high color purity”. Finally, the chromaticity is a description that
combines hue and saturation. Hence, it is possible to describe an image
according to brightness and chromaticity.

3.2.1. RGB Color Model
The RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) color space is one of the most used
color spaces, especially for 8bit digital images. This model is usually used
for representing colors in electronic devices as TV and computer monitors,
scanners, and digital cameras. The RGB is an additive model where the red,
green, and blue colors are combined with different quantities or portions to
reproduce other colors. The pixels of an image represented in the RGB
model have usually 8 bits depth, resulting in 256 possible intensities, i.e., the
range of [0, 255] for each color.
A color in the RGB model can be described indicating the amount of
red, green, and blue. Each color can vary between the minimum value
(totally dark) and the maximum value (totally intense). When all the colors
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have the minimum value, the resulting color is black. On the contrary, when
all the colors have the maximum value, the resulting color is white.
This model is known as the RGB color cube because the model is
based on the Cartesian coordinate system and its color subspace of interest is
a cube. The primary and secondary colors are at the corners of the cube. The
black color is at the origin and the white color is at its opposite corner. The
diagonal between the black and the white colors is the grayscale.

3.2.2. HSV Color Model

Figure 1. RGB Color model

The HSV color system has three components: hue, saturation, and value.
This model is also known as HSB (hue, saturation, and brightness). These
three parameters are used to define the color space as explained before. The
possible values for the hue attribute range from 0 to 360 and the values for
the other two attributes range from 0 to 100.
The HSV model is based on cylindrical coordinates and it is a nonlinear
transformation of the RGB system. Hence, it is possible to transform directly
a color from the HSV system to the RGB system, and contrariwise. There
are two other color systems related to HSV: the HSL (Luminosity) system
and the HIS (intensity) system. [2]
This color system is very interesting because it allows the separation of
the three components of a specific color (hue, saturation, and intensity). It is
broadly used in artificial vision systems, as it is a powerful tool for the
development of digital image processing algorithms based on the human
color perception model. Indeed, the HSV model is well suited to characterize
16

colors in practical terms for human interpretation, differently from the RGB
and CMYK models.

3.3.

Image Formats

Figure 2. HSV cone model

There are two main classes of visual information that can be stored in a
digital computer the vector and the raster images. The vector format is ideal
to present the information that can be described by the junction of simple
geometric functions: segments, circumferences, text, and color. In the case
of the raster images, the basic element is a value associated with a position
i.e. color recorded to a pixel.
In the following, the two image formats are presented in more detail.
1. Vector Formats
The core R graphics engine was essentially vector based. The plots were
produced very accurately on vector-based devices. Vector formats have the
advantage of being superior when the images need to be visualized at many
different scales, however, the files produced are usually of greater size,
mainly in the case of very complex images. When using vector formats, the
original data resolution and form can be maintained, and the graphics output
is usually more refined and elegant.
2. Raster Formats
In the context of digital images, an image format is a common manner to
organize and store image data. The format defines how the data are arranged
and the used compression type or level. Raster graphics or bitmap files (map
17

of bits) contain a representation of a graphic stored as pixels at a fixed
resolution. A common example is a digital photo or a scanned image. Some
of the most usual raster formats are GIF, JPEG, PNG, TIFF, and BMP.
a. TIFF
TIFF (Tagged Image File Format) is a flexible format that usually stores
8 bits or 16 bits per color (red, green, blue) for a total of 24 or 48 bits,
respectively. The extensions used are TIFF or TIF. This format supports
several image compression patterns, including JPEG, JPEG-LS and JPEG2000. There are different common image readers, but not all of them can
read all kinds of TIFF files. Consequently, this format is mostly regarded as
a family of formats than as a unique one. The data inside TIFF files can be
lossless compressed or lossy compressed.

b. JPEG
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) files to store data in a format
with a loss (in major cases). Almost all digital cameras can save images in
JPEG format, which supports 8 bits per color for a total of 24 bits, usually
producing small files. When the used compression is not so high, the quality
of the image is not so much affected, however, JPEG files can suffer from
noticeable degradations when edited and saved recurrently. For digital
photos that need repetitive edition or when small artifacts are unacceptable,
formats without loss besides JPEG should be used for a better storage. This
format is also used as the compression algorithm for many PDF files.
c. PNG
The PNG (Portable Network Graphics) format was created as a free and
open source version of GIF. This format supports true color (16 million of
colors) while GIF only supports 256 colors. PNG stands out when an image
is formed by large uniformly colored areas. The lossless PNG format is more
appropriate for the edition of figures and the lossy formats, as JPEG, are
better for final distribution of photos, because JPEG files are smaller than
PNG files. Many old Web browsers do not support PNG format; however,
18

all new browsers support most common variations of this format, including
transparency in 8 bits.
d. BMP
BMP (Windows Bitmap) supports graphics files inside the Microsoft
Windows Operational System. Typically, BMP files data are not compressed
which results in big size files. The main advantage of this format is its
simplicity and broad acceptation.

3.4. Why Histogram Equalization?
Histogram equalization is a method in image processing of contrast
adjustment using the image’s histogram. This method usually increases the
local contrast of many images, especially when the usable data of the image
is represented by contrast values. Basically, this method is especially useful
in images with background and foreground that are both bright or both dark
at the same time. A key advantage of this method is that it is straightforward
technique and an invertible operator.[3] If the histogram equalization is
known, then the original histogram can be recovered. Histogram equalization
is an image-processing technique often used to achieve better quality images
in black and white color scales in medical applications such as digital X-rays,
MRIs, and CT scans. It is one of the most commonly used algorithms to
perform contrast enhancement due to its simplicity and effectiveness. In
scientific imaging, where spatial correlation is more important than the
intensity of a signal, in this case, histogram equalization works efficiently
when compared to other methods. To design an application, the main
parameter we consider is that it must take less time to process. So, Histogram
Equalization is preferred.[4]
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3.5. Histogram Equalization
The method usually increases the contrast of many images, especially
when the usable data of an image is represented by close contrast values.
Through this adjustment, the intensities can be better distributed on the
histogram. The histogram of an image is the representation of the number of
pixels that have every value of color. In a greyscale image, it is usually
represented as a graphic of the grey values, and in RGB images, the
representation is one with three graphics, one for every color component i.e.,
Red, Green, Blue.
Here the main aim of the histogram equalization is to relate an input
image with output image in the histogram. So, to avoid dependence between
the number of pixels or the number of quantization levels and the size of the
histogram, usually, the histogram axis are normalized between 0 and 1.
Histogram Equalization is a method created to get the advantage of the
whole dynamic range in an image. This technique consists in evaluating the
probability of every level and then reassigns a new level based on this
probability. So, the result would be a flat histogram, where all levels have
the same probability, but practical results indicate that this is not true,
because of the discrete nature of the data. The new image will have more
contrast than the original picture.
In histogram equalization technique, probability density function (pdf)
that is being operated, to make it simple changes the pdf of a given image
into uniform pdf that spreads out the lower pixel (0) to highest pixel value
(n-1) in this way the image is evenly throughout the dynamic range in
between 0 and 1. This will be achieved when the pdf is in continuous
function. But for the digital image pdf will be a discrete function.[5]
The probability density function based on the histogram is defined as
total number of pixels with a specific intensity to the total number of pixels
in an image.
i.e., pdf (x) = p(dk) =

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 dk
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑋
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The cumulative density function is obtained as
cdf (x) = ∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0 𝑝(𝑑𝑘 )
So, p (𝑠𝑘 ) = ∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0 𝑝(𝑑𝑘 )
The output of the pixel from the histogram equalization is then
equaled to the CDF of the image.

Figure 3. Daylight Input Image

Figure 4. Color Histogram of Daylight Input Image
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Figure 5. Modified Histogram Equalization Image

Figure 6. Color Histogram of Modified Image
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Histogram Equalization using V component from HSV:
The image must be converted to HSV color space i.e., Hue, Saturation, Value.
• H (hue): The attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area
appears to be like one of the perceived colors red, yellow, green, blue or to a
combination of two of them.
• S (saturation): The colorfulness of an area judged in proportion to its
brightness.
• V (value): The attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area
appears to emit intensity of light.
In this method, Histogram Equalization is applied on V component of HSV
color space. We must put hue and saturation values as constant and only V must be
changed to get histogram equalization image.[6]
H→H
S→S
V → V(equalize)
So, HSV(equalize) → H, S, V(equalize)
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4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1. MATLAB:
MATLAB is a high-performance language for computing. Millions of
engineers and scientists worldwide use MATLAB to analyze and design the
systems and products transforming our world. The matrix-based MATLAB
language is the world’s most natural way to express computational
mathematics.
MATLAB helps you to take your ideas beyond the desktop. MATLAB can
be integrated with other languages, enabling you to deploy algorithms and
applications within web, enterprise and production systems. The tools and
capabilities of MATLAB are rigorously tested and designed to work together.
The available toolboxes are signal processing, neural networks, fuzzy logic,
control systems and many other. MATLAB includes mainly computation,
Algorithm development, simulating, engineering graphics and visualization.
4.1.1.1. Histogram Equalization implementation in MATLAB
The proposed algorithm has been designed by considering the RGB image
and converting that RGB image into HSV image. The HSV image is divided
into different planes which are Hue, Saturation and Value planes. So, then
applying the algorithm ‘V’ plane where the brightness value exists in HSV
image. Next reshaped HSV image is converted into RGB image. The modified
image is obtained. [7]
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Figure 7. Block diagram of Implementation
Explanation of the flowchart:
1. Firstly, we must load the input image and read it by using ‘imread’
command.
2. Convert RGB image to HSV image by using ‘rgb2hsv’ command.
3. Histogram Equalization is for contrast Image Enhancement which is applied
to the extracted ‘V’ plane.
4. Rearranging the enhanced HSV planes and change new V values by
concatenation process.
5. Convert HSV to RGB image by using command ‘hsv2rgb’ and we need to
store this RGB image as the final output image.
6. Now show the output Modified image by using ‘imshow’ command.
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4.2. Development of a Mobile application
The main motivation of making this Mobile application is to use Xamarin
studio. Xamarin studio can produce application for both Android and IOS
platforms. While making the Android application only we can parallelly create
the IOS application also just by changing library file in IOS form. So, the main
advantage of this Xamarin environment compared with other platforms is we
can create applications in both Android and IOS.[8]
4.2.1.1. Installation of Xamarin in Visual Studio in Windows:
Xamarin can be installed as a part of a new visual studio installation. To
achieve this, we must use the following steps:
1. Download Visual studio community from the Visual Studio page.
2. Double-click the downloaded package to start the installation.
3. Select the Mobile development with .NET workload from the installation
screen.
4. While Mobile development with .NET is selected, you need to look the
summary panel on the right side. Here, you can deselect the mobile
development options that you do not want to install. Usually, by default, all
the options are selected.
5. When you are ready to begin visual studio installation, click the install
button in the bottom corner. Depending on the edition of the visual studio
you are installing, the installation process can take a long time to complete.
6. When visual studio installation has completed, click the Launch button to
start the visual studio.[9]
Requirements for installing Visual studio tools for Xamarin:
1. Windows 7 or higher
2. Visual Studio 2015 or 2017 (Community, Professional or Enterprise)
3. Xamarin for Visual Studio
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4.2.1.2. Difficulties faced during installation:
We have installed the Visual Studio for Xamarin more than 5 times because
we have faced many problems while installing this software. One or another
package will be always missing in the visual studio. Many times, we faced the
problem with Android SDK package as it is either not installed or unable to
access it. So, later we understood that user must have admin rights to access
that folder.
Sometimes we were unable to provide internet access to emulator after
changing the proxy settings. So, then we can try to increase the target API level
and install the Arm system image for it and change the proxy settings of the
emulator.
Problem 1: Xamarin installation missing Android SDK
? When we are working on an Android application using Xamarin with
visual studio community version. The target platform is Android 7.1,
however, after installing the SDK for this platform, the Visual Studio
does not show the option to target this version.
➢ We must make sure that the Android SDK location path at Visual
Studio’s Tools> options > Xamarin is shown at the top of Android SDK
manager.
Problem 2: Deployment errors
? After building and running the application code, sometimes we get zero
errors but showing in the output as 0 succeeded, 0 failed but 1 skipped as
below.

Figure 8. Output status
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➢ To solve the above problem, we need to open the configuration
manager. So, we must check whether the deploy option is off or not.
Mostly the deploying option is off so, we need to turn on the deploy
option as below.

Figure 9. Configuration Manager

4.3. Histogram Equalization (H.E.) in Windows form
Windows form: The purpose of this topic is to acquaint you with elements of
the Visual C# Express Edition integrated development environment (IDE) as
you use Windows Forms to build a relatively straightforward C# program.
Windows Forms provide your project with components, such as dialog boxes,
menus, buttons, and many other controls, that make up a standard Windows
application user interface (UI). Fundamentally, these controls are just classes
from the .NET Framework class library. The designer view in Visual C# Express
Edition enables you to drag the controls onto your application's main form and
adjust their size and position. As you do this, the IDE automatically adds the
source code to create an instance of the appropriate class and initialize it.
You can create your own web browser application, which you can customize
with shortcuts to your favorite websites. You can complete the tasks as below:
➢ Create a new Windows forms application.
➢ Toggle between code view and designer view.
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➢
➢
➢
➢

Change the Windows form’s properties.
Add a Menu Strip control.
Add a Button control.
Create event handlers for controls.

The algorithm for histogram equalization in windows form is designed and
implemented as follows.
➢ “Select image” button
➢ “HistEq” button
➢ “Save” button
Implementation:
In this windows form. we must start implementation with the designing as
Form1.designer.cs. we created three buttons in the windows form. The buttons
are a select image, HistEq and save. These buttons are defined as
➢ “Select image” button is defined as to select the image from the device and
upload in the image form.
➢ “HistEq” button is defined as the modification of image for which histogram
equalization algorithm is applied.
➢ “Save” button is defined as to save the modified H.E. image in our system.

4.4.

Android implementation in Xamarin studio

Xamarin.Android has several Android API level settings that determine
your app’s compatibility with multiple versions of Android. It exposes three
Android API level project settings:[10]
➢ Target Framework
➢ Minimum Android version
➢ Target Android version
Before you can configure an API level for your project, you must
install the SDK platform components for that API level. If your app supports
multiple Android versions, your code must include runtime checks to ensure
that your app works with the minimum Android version setting.
As the Android platform evolves and new Android versions are
released, each Android version is assigned a unique integer identifier, called
the API level. Therefore, each Android version corresponds to a single
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Android API level. Because users install apps on older as well as the most
recent versions of Android, real-world Android apps must be designed to
work with multiple API levels.
4.4.1.1. Histogram Equalization Application in Android Mobile
The implementation of Histogram Equalization in Mobile application for
Android is designed below in a flowchart. [11]

Figure 10. Block diagram for HE application in Android mobile
Explanation of the Flowchart:
1. The Image Enhancement mobile application consists of two buttons namely
“SELECT IMAGE” and “HISTEQ” button.
2. If you click the “SELECT IMAGE” button, it loads the image from the
device.
3. The other button “HISTEQ” refers to modify the image using Histogram
Equalization process.
4. The Modified image is shown in the process is done.
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Graphical User Interface:

Figure 11. Graphical User Interface of Android application

4.5. IOS implementation in Xamarin Studio
Connecting to the Mac:
To set up the Mac host, you must enable communication between the Xamarin
extension for visual studio and your Mac. To do this, allow Remote login on
your Mac by the following steps below:
1. Open spotlight and search for Remote Login and then select the Sharing
Result. This will open system preferences in the sharing panel.
2. Tick the Remote Login option in the service list on the left to allow Xamarin
for the Visual Studio to connect to the Mac.
3. Make sure that Remote Login is set to allow access for All users, or that
your Mac username is included in the list of allowed users in the list on the
right.[12]
But you must make sure that Xamarin must be installed on your Windows
machine.
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4.5.1.1. Histogram Equalization Application in IOS Mobile
The implementation of Histogram Equalization in Mobile application for
IOS is same as the implementation for Android designed below in a flowchart.

Figure 12. Block diagram of HE application in IOS phone
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Graphical User Interface:

Figure 13. Graphical user Interface of IOS mobile
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this results and discussion chapter, we presented the image enhancement
through Histogram equalization method. Initially, we show the processed
images done in MATLAB. Later we show the processed images which are
done in a mobile application using Xamarin environment.

5.1. Using RGB images
The histogram equalization method is one of the best image enhancement
technique, these are mainly applied for RGB images. So that firstly we can
convert those RGB images into HSV images. Later by using HSV image
furtherly, we must put Hue and saturation as constants and Value only must
change to maintain the intensities less or more according to the RGB images.

Figure 14. Input RGB image
Later with that HSV image, we must change the V factor in HSV
color space to process the image in Histogram Equalization.
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5.2. Histogram Equalization
5.2.1.1. Histogram Equalization in MATLAB

Figure 15. Daylight Input image, Modified images, and its color Histograms

Figure 16. Histograms of Grayscale images of the Original and Modified images.
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Figure 17. Low light Nature Image, Modified image, and its color Histograms

Figure 18. Histograms of Grayscale images of original and Modified images
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5.2.1.2. Histogram Equalization in Windows form
After the implementation is done in MATLAB, next we must implement it
in a mobile application. So, to make a mobile application we should implement
it in Xamarin by using C#. So, the Histogram Equalization method is
implemented in C# before doing it in Xamarin. Here we show the results as
follows

Figure 19. Graphical user Interface of windows form
In the above figure, we can see three buttons Select Image, HistEq and save.
Here Select Image represents to select an image in the system itself.
HistEq represents the modified or processed image using Histogram
Equalization method.
Save represents to save the modified image.
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The original image is selected by clicking the ‘Select Image’ button.

Figure 20. Input Image selection in Windows form

Figure 21. Modified Histeq Image in Windows form
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Now by clicking the ‘HistEq’ button, the modified image is shown. Next, we can
see the third button as ‘Save’. To save the modified image, we can click the Save
button.

5.3. Histogram Equalization Application in Android
5.3.1.1. Emulator
Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 includes an Android studio emulator that can
be used as a target for debugging a Xamarin Android app: Visual Studio Emulator
for Android. The Visual Studio Emulator for Android can be used as an alternative
to the default Android SDK emulator when developing a Xamarin Android
application.
After building and debugging the code, firstly Emulator appears like the below
figure.

Figure 22. Android Emulator Phone
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By opening the application, we can see the application with two buttons Select
Image and HistEq.

Figure 23. GUI in Android Emulator
By clicking the ‘Select Image’ button the image is selected from the Gallery.

Figure 24. Selection on Input Deer color image
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By clicking the ‘HistEq’ button, the modified Histogram Equalization image is
displayed at the bottom.

Figure 25. Comparison of both Input and Modified image
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5.3.1.2. Android Phone
Loading the input image just by clicking the “SELECT IMAGE” button and we get
the modified image by clicking the “HISTEQ” button.

Figure 26. Step by step process of Histeq Application for “Deer image covered
with fog” in Android Phone.

Figure 27. Step by step process of Histeq Application for “Low Light Nature
image” in Android Phone.
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These are the graphical interfaces of each step of Histogram Equalization
Application in Android Mobile. So, the comparison of the selected image and
Modified image is shown in the mobile application itself.

5.4. Histogram Equalization Application in IOS:
5.4.1.1. Emulator

Figure 28. IOS Emulator phone
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By opening the application, we can see the application with two buttons Select
Image and HistEq.

Figure 29. GUI in IOS emulator
By clicking the ‘Select Image’ button the image is selected from the Gallery.

Figure 30. Selection on input image
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By clicking the ‘HistEq’ button, the modified Histogram Equalization image is
displayed at the bottom.

Figure 31. Comparison of both input and Modified image.
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6. CONCLUSION
• In this thesis, the image enhancement is applied to both RGB and Grey scale
images. The results show the effectiveness of the algorithm in improving
both contrast and color of the Original image.
• Histogram equalization is a very good technique as it has the best results
with a sufficient increase in contrast and color of the image.
• It also gives the same results while implementing in Android and iOS
applications with a low computational power and fast execution.
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7. FUTURE WORK
In this research work, comprehensive experiments on image enhancement
has conducted on low light, foggy images for only one method in both Android
and iOS versions. This work can be further extended to have multiple image
enhancement algorithms in the same mobile application itself. So, we can have
better compared images than the original image.
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